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Abstract (en)
[origin: US4679612A] A twin-belt continuous casting mold has a guide assembly for the casting belts; the guide assembly includes a plurality of
support rollers arranged serially parallel to the casting direction and engaging each casting belt along the mold chamber, and additional ribbed
supports transversely engaging each casting belt in a zone upstream of the first support roller as viewed in the casting direction. There is provided
a first resilient holding arrangement for positioning each additional support and resiliently urging it into engagement with a respective casting belt.
The support rollers form a first and a second group; the first group is situated in a zone of the mold entrance adjacent the respective additional
ribbed support downstream thereof. The guide assembly further has a second resilient holding arrangement for positioning each support roller of
the first group for resiliently urging each such support roller into engagement with a respective casting belt. The second group of support rollers is
situated downstream of the first group and is rigidly held. Each roller of the first and second groups has a supporting portion provided with an arcuate
outer contour being convex towards the mold chamber and being oriented parallel to the mold chamber width. There are further provided side dam
support means, especially in the form of support rails or rolls, extending parallel to the casting direction and flanking the support rollers of the first
group and engaging the casting belts in alignment with the side dams which laterally bound the mold chamber.
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